Microblog is a popular Web 2.0 service which reserves rich information about Web users. In a microblog service, it is a simple and effective way to annotate tags for users to represent their interests and attributes. The attributes and interests of a microblog user usually hide behind the text and network information of the user. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic model, Network-Regularized Tag Dispatch Model (NTDM), for microblog user tag suggestion. NTDM models the semantic relations between words in user descriptions and tags, and takes the social network structure as regularization. Experiments on a real-world dataset demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of NTDM compared to other baseline methods.
Introduction
As a popular application in Web 2.0 era, microblog provides a new scheme for sharing information and expressing opinion (Java et al., 2007) . Microblog users are able to post short messages within a certain length, and may also follow other users that they are interested in. A microblog service is a typical social network of microblog users with rich text information.
In order to better model user profile and provide high-quality personalized services, many microblog services (e.g., Sina Weibo) allow a user to annotate itself with several tags, which may either describe their interests or attributes. As shown in Fig. 1a , we take Kai-Fu Lee as an example, who is the CEO of Innovation Works and also a famous IT activist. Lee describes himself with several short sentences under his name and also assigns ten tags for himself. In order to collect more accurate tags, many Web services provide tag suggestion to help users annotate. Many studies have been done to suggest tags for products such as books, movies and restaurants (Jaschke et al., 2008; Rendle et al., 2009; Iwata et al., 2009; Si et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011) . However, it is still rarely explored to suggest tags for microblog users. Due to the huge gap between the hidden attributes/interests of microblog users and their tags, it is non-trivial to build an efficient tag suggestion system. In this paper, we focus on this problem and propose a framework for efficient user tag suggestion.
Microblog services contain rich information of users, which can be roughly divided into two major types: (1) Text Information. A microblog user may fill a short description about itself and also post many messages. Both of them reveal the attributes or interests of the user (Liu et al., 2012) . (2) Network Information. A user may follow other users that it is interested in, and can also be followed by other users. Following-behaviors form a social network of microblog users. The neighborhood of a user in this social network also indicates the interests of the user (McPherson et al., 2001) . It is intuitive to suggest tags for a user by comprehensively considering both text and network information of the user. The idea of incorporating text and network information has been explored in many tasks such as news recommendation (De Francisci Morales et al., 2012) .
In this paper, we first propose Tag Dispatch Model (TDM) for user tag suggestion based on text information. In TDM, each user is represented as a probabilistic distribution over tags, while each tag is represented as a distribution over words. For each user, TDM will learn to dispatch the most appropriate tag to each word in the description. TDM does not take network information into consideration. By assuming that tag distributions do not change dramatically from a user to its neighbors all over the social network, we define a regularizer based on social network structure for TDM, and propose Network-Regularized TDM (NTDM). In NTDM, the distributions of user tags are smoothed all over social network. When given a new user, NTDM will suggest tags based on its text and neighbors.
The Framework
In this section, we present Network-Regularized Tag Dispatch Model as our framework for user tag suggestion. The data to be analyzed is a set of microblog users with their text and network information. Without loss of generality, we use the description of a user as text information, and use the following-relation to build the network. We now formally give some related concepts.
Suppose we have a set of microblog users U. Each user u ∈ U provides a short description d u , which can be represented as a sequence of words x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N u , where N u is the number of words in the description, and each word token x i is from a fixed word vocabulary W , i.e.,
, where M u is the number of unique words that occur in the description, and we use c (d u , w) to represent the number of times that word w occurs in the description. Microblog users also form a social network according to their following-behaviors. We denote the network as G U = (U, E), where U denotes the network nodes (i.e., microblog users) and E denotes the network edges. We denote the weight of an edge (u i , u j ) as e(u i , u j ). We define the weights of all edges in E are equal. A microblog user may annotate itself with some tags. For a user u, we denote the annotated tags as
, where A u is the number of tags in a u and each tag token z i is from a fixed tag vocabulary T , i.e., z i = t ∈ T .
The task of user tag suggestion is formalized as follows. Given a user u with no annotated tags, we have to find a set of tags a u to maximize Pr(a u |u, x u , G). Under independent assumption of tags, we have arg max a u Pr(a u |u, x u , G) = arg max a u t∈a u Pr(t|u, x u , G). Suppose the number of suggested tags A u is pre-defined, the task becomes a problem of ranking tags according to Pr(t|u, x u , G), and select top-A u ones as user tags.
Tag Dispatch Model (TDM)
Tag Dispatch Model (TDM) is a probabilistic graphical model. Like Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) (Hofmann, 1999) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) , TDM models each user description as a distribution over tags and generates each word from a tag. Hence, TDM is different from PLSA and LDA in the following two aspects.
(1) TDM considers each tag as an explicit topic. In other words, TDM models with explicit tags rather than latent topics. TDM incorporates user-annotated tags by regarding each word in user descriptions as generated from a tag. This is similar to the setting of Labeled LDA (Ramage et al., 2009) . (2) When learning the mixture of tags for the description of a user, TDM constrains the distribution only having values on those tags that have been annotated by the user.
PLSA and LDA are two popular statistical topic models in information retrieval and natural language processing. In this paper, we build TDM inspired by the idea of PLSA and incorporate the advantages of LDA to avoid over-fitting. Suppose descriptions of all users in U form a collection of documents D U . The graphical model of TDM is shown in Fig. 1b , where the observed variables are shaded. Since the generative process is to select and dispatch a tag to each word in user descriptions, we name the model as Tag Dispatch Model. In order to fulfill the requirement that the tag distribution of a user is restricted to its annotated tags, we set Pr(t|u, a u ) = 0 for all t / ∈ a u . In other words,
In TDM, the parameters are θ and φ, where θ tu = Pr(t|u, a u ) and φ wt = Pr(w|t). Since each d u belongs to a user u, we also say Pr(t|u) = Pr(t|u, a u ), which indicates the probabilistic distribution over tags given a user.
The parameters of TDM (i.e., θ and φ) can be estimated using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) . EM algorithm will iteratively computes a local maximum of L(D U ). In the E-step of (p + 1)th iteration of TDM, the posterior probabilities of latent variables (i.e., the distribution over tags on each z i corresponding to word x i = w in x u with a u ) are calculated according to the parameters estimated in the pth iteration (i.e., θ (p) and φ (p) ) as follows,
Following the common practice as shown in PLSA (Hofmann, 1999) , we obtain the update equations for the M-step of the (p + 1)th iteration in TDM as follows:
In Equation (2) and Equation (3), we follow the comparative analysis of latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al., 2003) , and introduce hyper-parameters α and β to avoid over-fitting.
In this paper, we set α = 50/|T | and β = 0.01. EM algorithm of TDM will run iteratively until a termination condition is satisfied.
After estimating parameters θ and φ of TDM, we can suggest tags for a new microblog user u with description x u as follows. Suppose all tags in T are candidates for this user. We perform EM algorithm to estimate Pr(t|u, x u ) while keeping Pr(t|w) fixed. Then we rank candidate tags according to Pr(t|u, x u ) and select top-A u as suggested tags.
We have c(x u , w) in Equation (2) and (3), which indicates the importance of w in x u . In practice, a word that occurs frequently doest not indicate it is important. In this paper, we estimate the importance of a word w in x u using term frequency and inverse user frequency (TFIUF) as follows:
Here the first part is term frequency of word w in x u , and the second is the inverse user frequency, where user frequency is the proportion of users who use word w in their descriptions. The idea of TFIUF is similar to term frequency and inverse document frequency (TFIDF) (Salton and Buckley, 1988) which is widely adopted in information retrieval.
Network-Regularized Tag Dispatch Model (NTDM)
We take the network structure into account as a regularization for TDM. In the context of social network, we assume that the users who are connected with each other should share more interests and attributes, and thus should have similar tag distributions, i.e., for a connected user pair (u, v) ∈ E, Pr(t|u, a u ) is similar to Pr(t|v, a v ).
Formally, given a collection of microblog users U with their descriptions D U and social network G U , we define the regularized likelihood as
is the log likelihood of generating user descriptions, and R(D U , G U ) is a harmonic regularizer defined on the social network G U . Similar to graph harmonic function (Zhu et al., 2003) , where e(u, v) is the weight of edge (u, v), and α is the harmonic factor ranging from 0 to 1. Since L(D U ) indicates the probability that user descriptions are generated from the model, we can maximize L(D U ) to find optimal model parameters (i.e., θ and φ) with respect to user descriptions. R(D U , G U ) indicates the weighted average distance in terms of tag distributions between any two connected users in the social network. We maximize −R(D U , G U ) (i.e., minimizing R(D U , G U )) to smooth the tag distributions over the social network, i.e., the neighbored users will tend to share similar tag distributions. The harmonic factor α controls trade-off between data likelihood and regularization. When α = 0, the regularized likelihood will be the same to TDM. When α = 1, the regularized likelihood will only consider the network structure, which likes clustering based on network structure.
We will also use EM algorithms to estimate parameters of NTDM. We can see that NTDM and TDM share the same latent variables, i.e., tag distribution conditional over a word in user description Pr(t|w, u, a u ). We can also use Equation (1) to compute the latent variables for NTDM. The M-step in NTDM is more complicated than that in TDM due to the harmonic regularization. The estimation of Pr(w|t) does not have relations to regularization. Hence we can update φ wt = Pr(w|t) in the same way as in Equation (2). Since θ is involved in the regularizer, we do not have a closed form solution to update θ . As proposed in Cai et al., 2008) , we can iteratively update and obtain
where i is the number of the inner iterations, and λ is a damping factor ranging from 0 to 1. When λ = 0, NTDM becomes into TDM without considering network structure. When λ = 1, it indicates that the new tag distribution of u is the average of the old tag distributions of its neighbors. In experiments, we set λ = 0.15 which follows most settings in random walks (Langville and Meyer, 2004) . The iterative random walks with Equation (5) will make the tag distributions smoother over the microblog social network. In practice, not all users in the dataset have annotated themselves with tags. For a user u that has not annotated itself with tags, we set a u = T . In Equation (5) of NTDM, we set Pr
∈ a u . This will avoid tag drift during iteration.
User Tag Suggestion based on NTDM
Given a user u with its description x u , NTDM suggests tags as follows. If u belongs to the dataset (i.e., u ∈ U), we have obtained its tag distribution with Equation (5) with learning of NTDM, and can suggest top-ranked tags according to Pr (p+1) (t|u, a u ).
If the new user u does not belong to the dataset (i.e., u / ∈ U), we estimate Pr(t|u, a u ) in two ways: (1) We use EM algorithm to estimate the tag distribution of u based on user description x u and NTDM parameters φ. The difference is in the process we do not necessarily modify φ and just update θ u . We denote the text-based tag distribution as Pr T (t|u, a u ). (2) We estimate the tag distribution of u based on its neighbors. We assume that all neighbors of u belong to U, and denote the set of neighbors as U u . We estimate the tag distribution as Pr(t|u, a u ) = v∈U u e(v, u) Pr(t|v, a v )/ v∈U u e (v, u) , where Pr(t|v, a v ) is the tag distribution of v ∈ U estimated in NTDM. We denote the network-based tag distribution as Pr N (t|u, a u ) . Finally, we integrate the text-based and network-based tag distribution together with smoothing factor λ: Pr(t|u, a u ) = (1 − λ) Pr T (t|u, a u ) + λ Pr N (t|u, a u ). Similar to Equation (5), we also set λ = 0.15.
Experiments
We crawled 2 million users from Sina Weibo for experiments. These users are all active and post messages frequently. In order to better demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, from these users we select 341, 353 users who have both descriptions and tags as the dataset. We further divide the dataset by randomly selecting 10, 000 users as test set and the rest users as training set. We use precision/recall for evaluation. For a user, we denote the original tags (gold standard) as T a , the suggested tags as T s , and the correctly suggested tags as T s ∩ T a . Then, precision and recall are defined as p = (T s ∩ T a )/T s and r = (T s ∩ T a )/T a .
Evaluation on User Tag Suggestion
To evaluate the performance of NTDM for social tag suggestion, we select two major types of baseline methods for comparison: context-based methods which suggest tags relying on user descriptions, and network-based methods which suggest tags according to the neighborhood information of users.
Text-Based Methods. There are many text-based methods proposed for social tag suggestion. In this paper, we use the following text-based methods as baselines.
(1) Feature Driven Methods. We regard user tag suggestion as a multi-label classification task, and use feature driven methods to train classifiers. In these methods, the probability of a user u being annotated with tag t is computed as Pr(t|u) = w∈x u Pr(t|w) Pr(w|x u ). We use TFIUF defined in Equation (4) to measure Pr(w|x u ). There are various statistical measures to estimate Pr(t|w). We select Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) (Lin, 1998) and Normalized Google Distance (NGD) (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi, 2007) for estimation. In experiments, we denote the two feature driven methods as PMI-T and NGD-T, respectively. (2) k Nearest Neighbor (kNN). kNN is a classification method based on closest training instances in the feature space (Mishne, 2006; Li et al., 2009 ). In user tag suggestion, given a user u, kNN finds k nearest neighbors according to their description similarities with u and selects tags by majority vote of neighbors for suggestion. In experiments, we set k = 5 which achieves the best performance of kNN. In experiments, we denote the method as kNN-T. (3) TagLDA. TagLDA (Krestel et al., 2009; Si and Sun, 2009 ) is a representative latent topic model by extending latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) . Using a collection of annotated users, TagLDA will learn the distributions over words and tags for each topic. Given a novel user, TagLDA will first infer the topic distribution according to the user's description and then suggest tags based on the topic distribution. (4) Tag Dispatch Model (TDM). TDM can be regarded as a text-based version of NTDM, which only considers user descriptions for user tag suggestion. Different from TagLDA, TDM uses tags as explicit topics to directly build semantic relations between words and tags.
Network-Based Methods. Network-based methods consider the network structure for social tag suggestion. The basic idea is that a tag will be suggested to a user if the tag is widely annotated by the neighbors of the user. Similar to text-based methods, we use the tags annotated by neighbors as features to build feature-driven classifiers. We formalize the probability of t given a user u as Pr(t|u) = s∈T Pr(s|t) Pr(s|U u ), where U u is the neighbors of u, Pr(s|U u ) is the importance of a tag s in neighbors of u, and Pr(s|t) indicates the probability of s given t. In this equation, Pr(s|U u ) is estimated as Pr(s|U u ) = (|U tu |)/(|U u |), where |U tu | is the number of neighbors that annotate tag s, and |U u | is the total number of neighbors. Pr(s|t) can be measured using either PMI or NGD. In experiments, we denote the two methods as PMI-N and NGD-N, respectively.
Hybrid Methods. We can also take text features and network features together and use NB, PMI and NGD as classifiers. Under the assumption of naive Bayes, it is straightforward to combine the two types of features as Pr(t|u) = w∈x u Pr(t|w) Pr(w|x u ) +
s∈T Pr(t|s) Pr(s|U u ). In hybrid methods, we can also use either PMI or NGD. Hence, in experiments, we denote the two hybrid methods as PMI-H and NGD-H.
Evaluation Results and Analysis
In Figure 2 we show the precision-recall curves of various baseline methods and NTDM on test set. Each point of a precision-recall curve represents different numbers of suggested tags from M = 1 (bottom right, with higher precision and lower recall) to M = 6 (upper left, with higher recall but lower precision) respectively. The closer the curve to the upper right, the better the overall performance of the method. Hence, in experiments we focus on evaluating the performance when M ≤ 6 since the average number of tags per user in the dataset is 6.0. From Figure 2 we have the following observations. (1) NTDM significantly outperforms other methods when M ranges from 1 to 6. The significance test is performed by using bootstrap re-sampling with 95% confidence. This indicates that NTDM is efficient and effective for user tag suggestion. Other text-based and network-based methods perform poorly because independently using either text information or network information will be insufficient to capture the attributes and interests of users. Although TagLDA performs better than TDM, NTDM outperforms TagLDA significantly. This indicates that it is crucial to take network structure into consideration. (2) PMI-H and NGD-H perform poor compared to NTDM. Both methods are even worse than PMI-T and NGD-T. This suggests that naive hybrid of text and network information will not eventually lead to better results. Essentially, we have to find a smart way to combine the two types of information. This is what NTDM is proposed to do, and the experiment results demonstrate its effectiveness.
Case Studies
In Table 1 we show top words ranked by Pr(w|t) for several tags of Kai-Fu Lee. We observe that NTDM can sufficiently capture the semantic relations between words and tags, while TDM introduces noise. For example, in TDM the top words "optimization", "factory" and "Jinan" of the tag "e-business" are, to some extent, not tightly correlated with the tag.
Tag
Top Words Ranked by Pr(w|t) venture_capital venture_capital, VC, early_stage, copartner, minor_enterprises education parents, children, coaching, normal_university, admission e-business B2C, supply, Alibaba, supermarket, B2B mobile_Internet Internet, terminal, LBS, summit, android With accurate semantic relations, NTDM suggests better tags for microblog users. Take Kai-Fu Lee for example, top-5 tags suggested by NTDM are "startups","Internet", "Google", "e-business" and "mobile_Internet". In this list, although "Google" is not annotated by Lee, it reflects the fact that Lee used to work as President of Google China from 2005 to 2009. Meanwhile, TDM suggests "Google", "Apple", "startups", "photographing" and "post_80s"; TagLDA suggests "post_80s", "Internet", "music", "movie" and "travel". We have the following observations: (1) TagLDA tends to suggest common tags irrelevant to the user. This is the common issue shared by latent topic models, which project both descriptions and tags into topic space for measuring relatedness and suffer from the over-generalization problem.
(2) The last two tags suggested by TDM are roughly not correlated to Lee, which is a natural consequence of not considering network structure for regularization.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents NTDM for microblog user tag suggestion. NTDM models the semantic relations between words and tags, as well as taking social network structure as regularization. Experiments on the real-world dataset demonstrate that NTDM is sufficient to combine the text information and network information of users for user tag suggestion.
We design the following research plans. (1) NTDM considers edge weights of all connected users being equal for simplicity. In future, we plan to incorporate more microblog information to estimate edge weights, and further make the network regularization more accurate. (2) This paper does not take user posts into consideration. We plan to model more complex text and network information for user tag suggestion.
